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Intelligent Dual Power Source Automatic Transfer Switch

Type and implication

TYPE ATS (FTCATS1)F.T.M.C. T

FTCATS1                  /   

Pole
R: self-input and self-recover;  
B: self-input without self-recover; 
F: Utility -generator
A: Terminal type;
B: loss phase protection 
In-compnay models(G, H)
Current rating 

FTCATS1 automatic transfer switch (ATS) is set the switches and control logic integrated without additional
controller, achieve integration of automatic electromechanical switch, voltage detection, frequency detection,
communication interface, electrical, mechanical interlocking functions, automatic, electric remote
emergency manual control. This is the logical control panel from various logical order to manage the 
machines, operate with the gearbox to achieve, switching spring motor storage, instantaneous release of the 
acceleration, rapid access to sub-circuit or circuits conversion, it is obvious by the state security confinement, 
greatly improved the performance of various electrical and mechanical properties.
FTCATS1 switches overall design for the metal shell, compact solid.FTCATS1 switches, control of some of the
mental shell , the shell sw itching components used fiberglass unsaturated polyester resin manufacturing,
with a strong dielectric properties, protection and reliability of the operational safety.
Switch power supply system applicable to changeover the main power supply and backup power supply
automatically or two sets load equipment and safety isolation automatically.
Switch appearance is beautiful, creative, simple, small size, the entire function is an ideal choice in different
occasions.

Structure

There provides mechanical interlocks between two breakers and singlechip used in intelligent

electrical interlock to form dual protections.
Protections against over voltage, absent voltage, supply transfer in case of phase failure
Intelligent warning.
Outer free setting of values
Small volume, convenient installation and operation
Energy saving, no noise during working.
Fire protecting device provided, when the re protection center send a message to auto-
controller, both breakers will trip.
Computer link port provided for remote control, remote adjustment, remote commuication
and transmission.

FTCATS2 series ATS consist of twopieces of high breaking capaeity moulded case circuit

breakers and inner parts,mechanical interlocks, motor operating driving unit and intelligent
controller. It has the protection from short circuit, overloading, over voltage,and phase
failure protection by means of transfer another power supply. then to ensure power supply
continuously and securely, its performance:

Normal working conditions
Ambient temperature: upper limit not more than 40 degree, lowest not less than 10 degree,
average a day not more than 35 degree;
Altitude:where there not more than 2000m;
Atmosphere conditions: relative humidity not more than 50% at ambient temperature 50
degree; at lower temperature higher humidity allowed.

Intelligent Dual Power Source Automatic Transfer Switch
TYPE ATS (FTCATS2)F.T.M.C. T


